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THEOSOPHY AND THEOSOPHISTS
THERE IS NO RELIGION HIGHER THAN TRUTH

There is, and can be, but one absolute truth in Kosmos
To the Readers of Lucifer
First published in Lucifer, Vol. 1, No. 5, January 1888, pp. 340-43. Republished in Blavatsky Collected
Writings, (“TO THE READERS OF LUCIFER”) IX pp. 5-10. Frontispiece by Kinga Britschgi.

Our magazine is only four numbers old, and already its young life is full of cares and
trouble. This is all as it should be; i.e., like every other publication, it must fail to
satisfy all its readers, and this is only in the nature of things and the destiny of every
printed organ. But what seems a little strange in a country of culture and free
thought is that Lucifer should receive such a number of anonymous, spiteful, and
often abusive letters. This, of course, is but a casual remark, the waste-basket in the
office being the only addressee and sufferer in this case; yet it suggests strange
1
truths with regard to human nature.
Sincerity is true wisdom, it appears, only to the mind of the moral philosopher. It is
rudeness and insult to him who regards dissimulation and deceit as culture and politeness, and holds that the shortest, easiest, and safest way to success is to let
sleeping dogs and old customs alone. But, if the dogs are obstructing the highway to
progress and truth, and Society will, as a rule, reject the wise words of (St.) Augustine, who recommends that “no man should prefer custom before reason and truth,”
is it a sufficient cause for the philanthropist to walk out of or even deviate from, the
track of truth, because the selfish egoist chooses to do so? Very true, as remarked
somewhere by Sir Thomas Browne that not every man is a proper champion for the
truth, nor fit to take up the gauntlet in its cause. Too many of such defenders are
apt, from inconsideration and too much zeal, to charge the troops of error so rashly
that they “remain themselves as trophies to the enemies of truth.” Nor ought all of us
(members of the Theosophical Society) to do so personally, but rather leave it only to
those among our numbers who have voluntarily and beforehand sacrificed their personalities for the cause of Truth. Thus teaches us one of the Masters of Wisdom in
some fragments of advice which are published further on for the benefit of the The2
osophists (see the article that follows this). While enforcing upon such public char1

“VERBUM SAP” [enough said]. It is not our intention to notice anonymous communications, even though they
should emanate in a round-about way from Lambeth Palace. The matter “Verbum Sap ” refers to is not one of
taste; the facts must be held responsible for the offence; and, as the Scripture hath it, “Woe to that man by
whom the offence cometh” ! [Matthew xviii, 7]
2

[Reference is here made to an important letter from one of the Teachers published under the title of “Some
Words on Daily Life.” A copy of this letter is appended at the end of this document.]
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acters in our ranks as editors, and lecturers, etc., the duty of telling fearlessly “the
Truth to the face of LIE,” he yet condemns the habit of private judgment and criticism
in every individual Theosophist.
Unfortunately, these are not the ways of the public and readers. Since our journal is
entirely unsectarian, since it is neither theistic nor atheistic, Pagan nor Christian,
orthodox nor heterodox, therefore, its editors discover eternal verities in the most opposite religious systems and modes of thought. Thus Lucifer fails to give full satisfaction to either infidel or Christian. In the sight of the former — whether he be an Agnostic, a Secularist, or an Idealist — to find divine or occult lore underlying “the
rubbish” in the Jewish Bible and Christian Gospels is sickening; in the opinion of the
latter, to recognise the same truth as in the Judeo-Christian Scriptures in the Hindu,
Parsī, Buddhist, or Egyptian religious literature, is vexation of spirit and blasphemy.
Hence, fierce criticism from both sides, sneers and abuse. Each party would have us
on its own sectarian side, recognising as truth, only that which its particular ism
does.
But this cannot nor shall it be. Our motto was from the first, and ever shall be:
“THERE IS NO RELIGION HIGHER THAN TRUTH.” Truth we search for, and, once found,
we bring it forward before the world, whencesoever it comes. A large majority of our
readers is fully satisfied with this our policy, and that is plainly sufficient for our
purposes.
It is evident that when toleration is not the outcome of indifference it must arise from
wide-spreading charity and large-minded sympathy. Intolerance is pre-eminently the
consequence of ignorance and jealousy. He who fondly believes that he has got the
great ocean in his family water-jug is naturally intolerant of his neighbour, who also
is pleased to imagine that he has poured the broad expanses of the sea of truth into
his own particular pitcher. But anyone who, like the Theosophists, knows how infinite is that ocean of eternal wisdom, to be fathomed by no one man, class, or party,
and realizes how little the largest vessel made by man contains in comparison to
what lies dormant and still unperceived in its dark, bottomless depths, cannot help
but be tolerant. For he sees that others have filled their little water-jugs at the same
great reservoir in which he has dipped his own, and if the water in the various pitchers seems different to the eye, it can only be because it is discoloured by impurities
that were in the vessel before the pure crystalline element — a portion of the one
eternal and immutable truth — entered into it.
There is, and can be, but one absolute truth in Kosmos. And little as we, with our
present limitations, can understand it in its essence, we still know that if it is absolute it must also be omnipresent and universal; and that in such case, it must be
underlying every world-religion — the product of the thought and knowledge of numberless generations of thinking men. Therefore, that a portion of truth, great or
small, is found in every religious and philosophical system, and that if we would find
it, we have to search for it at the origin and source of every such system, at its roots
and first growth, not in its later overgrowth of sects and dogmatism. Our object is not
to destroy any religion but rather to help to filter each, thus ridding them of their respective impurities. In this we are opposed by all those who maintain, against evidence, that their particular pitcher alone contains the whole ocean. How is our great
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work to be done if we are to be impeded and harassed on every side by partisans and
zealots? It would be already half accomplished were the intelligent men, at least, of
every sect and system, to feel and to confess that the little wee bit of truth they
themselves own must necessarily be mingled with error, and that their neighbours’
mistakes are, like their own, mixed with truth.
Free discussion, temperate, candid, undefiled by personalities and animosity, is, we
think, the most efficacious means of getting rid of error and bringing out the underlying truth; and this applies to publications as well as to persons. It is open to a magazine to be tolerant or intolerant; it is open to it to err in almost every way in which an
individual can err; and since every publication of the kind has a responsibility such
as falls to the lot of few individuals, it behoves it to be ever on its guard, so that it
may advance without fear and without reproach. All this is true in a special degree in
the case of a theosophical publication, and Lucifer feels that it would be unworthy of
that designation were it not true to the profession of the broadest tolerance and
catholicity, even while pointing out to its brothers and neighbours the errors which
they indulge in and follow. While thus keeping strictly, in its editorials, and in articles by its individual editors, to the spirit and teachings of pure theosophy, it nevertheless frequently gives room to articles and letters which diverge widely from the esoteric teachings accepted by the editors, as also by the majority of theosophists.
Readers, therefore, who are accustomed to find in magazines and party publications
only such opinions and arguments as the editor believes to be unmistakably orthodox — from his peculiar standpoint — must not condemn any article in Lucifer with
which they are not entirely in accord, or in which expressions are used that may be
offensive from a sectarian or a prudish point of view, on the ground that such are unfitted for a theosophical magazine. They should remember that precisely because Lucifer is a theosophical magazine, it opens its columns to writers whose views of life
and things may not only slightly differ from its own, but even be diametrically opposed to the opinion of the editors. The object of the latter is to elicit truth, not to advance the interest of any particular ism, or to pander to any hobbies, likes or dislikes, of any class of readers. It is only snobs and prigs who, disregarding the truth
or error of the idea, cavil and strain merely over the expressions and words it is
couched in. Theosophy, if meaning anything, means truth; and truth has to deal indiscriminately and in the same spirit of impartiality with vessels of honour and of
dishonour alike. No theosophical publication would ever dream of adopting the
coarse — or shall we say terribly sincere — language of a Hosea or a Jeremiah; yet so
long as those holy prophets are found in the Christian Bible, and the Bible is in every
respectable, pious family, whether aristocratic or plebeian; and so long as the Bible
is read with bowed head and in all reverence by young, innocent maidens and
school-boys, why should our Christian critics fall foul of any phrase which may have
to be used — if truth be spoken at all — in an occasional article upon a scientific
subject? It is to be feared that the same sentences now found objectionable, because
referring to Biblical subjects, would be loudly praised and applauded had they been
1
directed against any gentile system of faith. A little charity, gentle readers — charity,
and above all — fairness and JUSTICE.
1

Vide certain missionary organs.
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Justice demands that when the reader comes across an article in this magazine
which does not immediately approve itself to his mind by chiming in with his own
peculiar ideas, he should regard it as a problem to solve rather than as a mere subject of criticism. Let him endeavour to learn the lesson which only opinions differing
from his own can teach him. Let him be tolerant, if not actually charitable, and postpone his judgment till he extracts from the article the truth it must contain, adding
this new acquisition to his store. One ever learns more from one’s enemies than from
one’s friends; and it is only when the reader has credited this hidden truth to Lucifer,
that he can fairly presume to put what he believes to be the errors of the article he
does not like, to the debit account.

Some words on daily life by a Master of Wisdom
The majority of the public Areopagus is generally composed of selfappointed judges, who have never made a permanent deity of any idol
save their own personalities, their lower selves.
From Blavatsky Collected Writings, (“ORIGINAL PROGRAMME” MANUSCRIPT) VII pp. 173-75. Full text under
the title “The Original Programme of the TS,” in the same series.

It is divine philosophy alone, the spiritual and psychic blending of man with nature,
which, by revealing the fundamental truths that lie hidden under the objects of sense
and perception, can promote a spirit of unity and harmony in spite of the great diversities of conflicting creeds. Theosophy, therefore, expects and demands from the Fellows of the Society a great mutual toleration and charity for each other’s shortcomings, ungrudging mutual help in the search for truths in every department of nature
— moral and physical. And this ethical standard must be unflinchingly applied to
daily life.
Theosophy should not represent merely a collection of moral verities, a bundle of
metaphysical ethics, epitomized in theoretical dissertations. Theosophy must be
made practical; and it has, therefore, to be disencumbered of useless digressions, in
the sense of desultory orations and fine talk. Let every Theosophist only do his duty,
that which he can and ought to do, and very soon the sum of human misery, within
and around the areas of every Branch of your Society, will be found visibly diminished. Forget SELF in working for others — and the task will become an easy and a
light one for you . . .
Do not set your pride in the appreciation and acknowledgment of that work by others. Why should any member of the Theosophical Society, striving to become a Theosophist, put any value upon his neighbours’ good or bad opinion of himself and his
work, so long as he himself knows it to be useful and beneficent to other people?
Human praise and enthusiasm are short-lived at best; the laugh of the scoffer and
the condemnation of the indifferent looker-on are sure to follow, and generally to outweigh the admiring praise of the friendly. Do not despise the opinion of the world,
nor provoke it uselessly to unjust criticism. Remain rather as indifferent to the abuse
as to the praise of those who can never know you as you really are, and who ought,
therefore, to find you unmoved by either, and ever placing the approval or condemnation of your own Inner Self higher than that of the multitudes.
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Those of you who would know yourselves in the spirit of truth, learn to live alone
even amidst the great crowds which may sometimes surround you. Seek communion
and intercourse only with the God within your own soul; heed only the praise or
blame of that deity which can never be separated from your true self, as it is verily
that God itself: called the HIGHER CONSCIOUSNESS. Put without delay your good intentions into practice, never leaving a single one to remain only an intention — expecting, meanwhile, neither reward nor even acknowledgment for the good you may have
done. Reward and acknowledgment are in yourself and inseparable from you, as it is
your Inner Self alone which can appreciate them at their true degree and value. For
each one of you contains within the precincts of his inner tabernacle the Supreme
Court — prosecutor, defence, jury and judge — whose sentence is the only one without appeal; since none can know you better than you do yourself, when once you
have learned to judge that Self by the never wavering light of the inner divinity —
your higher Consciousness. Let, therefore, the masses, which can never know your
true selves, condemn your outer selves according to their own false lights . . .
The majority of the public Areopagus is generally composed of self-appointed judges,
who have never made a permanent deity of any idol save their own personalities —
their lower selves; for those who try in their walk in life, to follow their inner light will
never be found judging, far less condemning, those weaker than themselves. What
does it matter then, whether the former condemn or praise, whether they humble
you or exalt you on a pinnacle? They will never comprehend you one way or the other. They may make an idol of you, so long as they imagine you a faithful mirror of
themselves on the pedestal or altar which they have reared for you, and while you
amuse or benefit them. You cannot expect to be anything for them but a temporary
fetish, succeeding another fetish just overthrown, and followed in your turn by another idol. Let, therefore, those who have created that idol destroy it whenever they
like, casting it down with as little cause as they had for setting it up. Your Western
Society can no more live without its Khalif of an hour than it can worship one for any
longer period; and whenever it breaks an idol and then besmears it with mud, it is
not the model, but the disfigured image created by its own foul fancy and which it
has endowed with its own vices, that Society dethrones and breaks.
Theosophy can only find objective expression in an all-embracing code of life, thoroughly impregnated with the spirit of mutual tolerance, charity, and brotherly love.
Its Society, as a body, has a task before it which, unless performed with the utmost
discretion, will cause the world of the indifferent and the selfish to rise up in arms
against it. Theosophy has to fight intolerance, prejudice, ignorance and selfishness,
hidden under the mantle of hypocrisy. It has to throw all the light it can from the
torch of Truth, with which its servants are entrusted. It must do this without fear or
hesitation, dreading neither reproof nor condemnation. Theosophy, through its
mouthpiece, the Society, has to tell the TRUTH to the very face of LIE; to beard the
tiger in its den, without thought or fear of evil consequences, and to set at defiance
calumny and threats. As an Association, it has not only the right, but the duty to
uncloak vice and do its best to redress wrongs, whether through the voice of its chosen lecturers or the printed word of its journals and publications — making its accusations, however, as impersonal as possible. But its Fellows, or Members, have individually no such right. Its followers have, first of all, to set the example of a firmly
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outlined and as firmly applied morality, before they obtain the right to point out,
even in a spirit of kindness, the absence of a like ethic unity and singleness of purpose in other associations or individuals. No Theosophist should blame a brother,
whether within or outside of the association; neither may he throw a slur upon another’s actions or denounce him, lest he himself lose the right to be considered as a
Theosophist. For, as such, he has to turn away his gaze from the imperfections of his
neighbour, and centre rather his attention upon his own shortcomings, in order to
correct them and become wiser. Let him not show the disparity between claim and
action in another, but, whether in the case of a brother, a neighbour, or simply a fellow man, let him rather ever help one weaker than himself on the arduous walk of
life.
The problem of true Theosophy and its great mission are,
First, the working out of clear unequivocal conceptions of ethic ideas and duties, such as shall best and most fully satisfy the right and altruistic feelings in
men; and
Second, the modelling of these conceptions for their adaptation into such forms
of daily life, as shall offer a field where they may be applied with most equitableness.
Such is the common work placed before all who are willing to act on these principles.
It is a laborious task, and will require strenuous and persevering exertion; but it
must lead you insensibly to progress, and leave you no room for any selfish aspirations outside the limits traced . . . Do not indulge personally in unbrotherly comparison between the task accomplished by yourself and the work left undone by your
neighbours or brothers. In the fields of Theosophy none is held to weed out a larger
plot of ground than his strength and capacity will permit him. Do not be too severe on
the merits or demerits of one who seeks admission among your ranks, as the truth
about the actual state of the inner man can only be known to Karma, and can be
dealt with justly by that all-seeing LAW alone. Even the simple presence amidst you
of a well-intentioned and sympathising individual may help you magnetically. . . .
You are the free volunteer workers on the fields of Truth, and as such must leave no
obstruction on the paths leading to that field.

The degree of success or failure are the landmarks the masters have to follow, as they
will constitute the barriers placed with your own hands between yourselves and those
whom you have asked to be your teachers. The nearer your approach to the goal contemplated — the shorter the distance between the student and the Master.
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